MEDEUROPA STRENGTHENS ITS PRESENCE IN FRANCE WITH
THE AGREEMENT OF A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE ANDRÉE
DUTREIX INSTITUTE IN DUNKIRK, FRANCE
04.02.2021 – MedEuropa, a European company dedicated to the treatment of cancer,
has finalised a partnership with the Andrée Dutreix Institute (the “Institute”) in Dunkirk,
one of the main integrated private cancer centres on the North Coast (Littoral Nord)
and Maritime Flanders. This transaction is MedEuropa’s second investment in France
in just a year.
The Institute provides high-quality radiotherapy treatments to over 850 patients per
year in the Pas-de-Calais and Nord departments. In addition, it offers oncology
consultations and chemotherapy treatments in the region. Since taking over the
Institute in 2013, the four current shareholding doctors have significantly improved the
quality of care for patients through continuous investment in modern radiotherapy
equipment.
Through its unique model of association, MedEuropa is pleased to partner with the four
independent practitioners of the Institute – who reinvest alongside MedEuropa and
remain as shareholders – to ensure continuity of high-quality treatments for patients
over the long-term.
This partnership with the Institute strengthens MedEuropa’s presence in France
following the investment in the Centre Catalan d’Oncologie ("CCO") in January 2020.
CCO is one of the largest private radiotherapy centres in the South West of France,
treating nearly 2,000 new radiotherapy patients per year.
MedEuropa, owned by Telemos Capital, has the ambition to become the independent
European leader in radiotherapy and is therefore continuously looking for new
partnerships with leading medical teams, in particular in France and Germany.
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About the Andrée Dutreix Institute
The Andrée Dutreix Institute (the “Institute”) is located in Dunkirk and provides
radiotherapy treatments to over 850 patients per year in the Pas-de-Calais and Nord
departments. The Institute is led by four independent practitioners, who operate two
accelerators of the latest generation and benefit from a robust referral network,
supported by an established presence at multidisciplinary consultation meetings in the
local region. The Institute is one of the main integrated private cancer centres on the
North Coast (Littoral Nord) and Maritime Flanders.
Please visit www.institut-andree-dutreix.fr more information.
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About MedEuropa
Founded in 2017, MedEuropa is committed to providing state of the art cancer
treatment across Europe, with a strong focus on radiotherapy. MedEuropa seeks to
partner with leading medical professionals, who share its vision of improving the
provision and quality of cancer treatment. MedEuropa is pursuing an ambitious buy
and build strategy, focusing on new partnership and acquisition opportunities across
Europe, in particular in France and Germany.
Please visit www.medeuropa.org for more information.

About Telemos Capital
Telemos Capital (“Telemos”) invests in private European businesses, with the aim of
building great companies for the long term. Funded by family capital, it combines the
flexibility and nimble decision-making of a family office with the active ownership and
professionalism of private equity. Telemos looks to deploy €50m-€200m of equity per
investment and seeks to acquire majority stakes in businesses with the potential for
sustainable growth.
Please visit www.telemoscapital.com for more information.
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